Virtual Scleral Lens Fitting over Large Filtering Bleb Using Corneal-Scleral Topography
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Abstract

Scleral lens fitting can be challenging in the presence of localized conjunctival/scleral elevations (pingueculae or filtering blebs) in the area of the lens landing zone. We report on a case that was virtually fit successfully with a new corneal-scleral topography system. The patient had a history of keratoconus and subsequent penetrating keratoplasty as well as a previous trabeculectomy and glaucoma shunt surgery. Scleral topography revealed a 7mm wide and 2mm deep supero-temporal elevation. The topography software contained a “cut-out” tool which removed the elevation for the purposes of scleral lens fit since inclusion of that area could adversely affect fit when a notch or a localized vault of the scleral lens is used to avoid this area. Customized fitting software recommended a base curve (BC) of 42D and 288μ of posterior haptic toricity to achieve 300μ of central corneal clearance and haptic alignment. The diameter and elevation of the bleb from scleral topography were used to order a notched lens and one with a customized back surface haptic. Both lenses were successfully fit in the same eye, equally comfortable with improved vision. No fitting complications resulted from either design and both lenses were well stabilized with posterior haptic toricity. The patient currently wears the lens with the customized back surface haptic.
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Introduction

Localized conjunctival/scleral elevations in the area of the lens landing zone especially after glaucoma surgery (trabeculectomy and/or glaucoma drainage device placement) represent unique challenges in the fitting of scleral lenses. The relatively large diameter of a scleral contact lens will result in haptic overlap of any paralimbal conjunctival bleb. The firm nature of gas-permeable material doesn’t allow it to drape over potential obstacles, not only resulting in a fitting mismatch but the potential for the scleral lens to cause trauma to the elevated conjunctival tissue. Therefore advanced fitting designs are necessary to bypass conjunctival blebs to achieve safe and successful wear. One common design technique is to fit a scleral lens that has a notched haptic of approximately the same size as the conjunctival bleb [1]. Another approach is to create a lifted section of the haptic that will allow it to vault over the elevated conjunctiva. This case demonstrates the value of corneal-scleral topography in the design of scleral lenses incorporating both design techniques.

Case Report

The patient was a 64-year-old woman with keratoconus who had previous corneal transplant and cataract surgery of her right eye. A traumatic accident resulted in aphakia and need for repeat penetrating keratoplasty. She subsequently developed glaucoma, which was in part managed with a trabeculectomy. She had an additional shunt procedure secondary to failure of the previous filtering bleb (Figure 1). Her best spectacle correction was count fingers vision with a + 4.00 -4.00 X 072. Prior to scleral lens fitting, the patient was measured with the sMap3D Corneal-scleral topographer (Precision Ocular Metrology, Los Angeles, CA) [2]. The sMap3D is a fluorescence-based structured light topographer that allows for the simultaneous mapping of corneal and scleral topography (elevation). The major components of the instrument are a single digital light processing (DLP) projector and two cameras that are imaging the eye at two different angles. During the measurement, the DLP projector illuminates the eye with a sequence of green and blue frames. The green

Figure 1: Clinical appearance of the eye demonstrating the previous corneal transplant and the supero-temporal filtering bleb
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The clinical measurement is performed as follows: a drop of fluorescein sodium 0.25% and benoxinate hydrochloride 0.4% ophthalmic solution (Bausch and Lomb, Tampa, FL) was placed in the eye, the upper and lower lids were retracted, and the patient was instructed to look at the fixation light in the straight-gaze, and, after focusing in the corneal center, the button on the slit lamp joystick was depressed to take the first exam. Again with lid retraction the patient was then instructed to look at the fixation light which was now in down-gaze and after focusing in the superior limbus, the button on the joystick was depressed. The process was repeated again with the fixation light now in up-gaze, the image centered on inferior limbus and the examiner retracting both lids (Figure 2, top). The images were stitched together into a single topographic image using a proprietary algorithm (Figure 2, bottom).

The 3D image map (Figure 3) demonstrated the elevated area of the bleb superiorly when compared to the surface inferiorly. The scleral elevation map (Figure 4A) further identified the superotemporal filtering bleb, the size of which was quantitated using the measurement ruler tool. The bleb was approximately 7mm wide and 2mm deep (assuming out to a diameter of 15.5mm). The “cut out” tool, which removed the elevation area, was utilized (Figure 4B) since inclusion of that area would adversely affect the fit when a notch or a localized vault of the scleral lens was used to avoid this area. The virtual fit without removing the bleb area recommended a base curve (BC) of approximately 34D in order to achieve 300μ of central clearance while it recommended a BC of 42D with the cut out tool. The predicted posterior haptic toricity without removing the bleb area was 539μ and using the cutout tool was 288μ. Figure 5A demonstrates the simulated fluorescein pattern showing edge lift with fluorescein predicted to leak from the edge of the lens superonasally if the lens is fit without accounting for the bleb elevation; figure 5B shows no such leakage when the area of the bleb is “cut out”.

The BC and posterior haptic toricity values with the use of the cut out tool as well as the size of the bleb as measured in Figure 4A (7mm x2mm) were used to order a 15.5mm notched lens for this eye (Figure 6). The BC and the quantitative information

Figure 2: The up, straight and down-gaze images (top) are obtained. Yellow lines demarcate the measurable conjunctival/scleral surface and the green lines demarcate the limbus. The image on the bottom demonstrates the extent of ocular surface coverage obtained by stitching these 3 images above on a background of standard polar axis coordinates. The blue dotted line represents a 16-mm diameter through the center of the cornea and the black circle represents the limbus.

Figure 3: Three dimensional image map demonstrating the elevated filtering bleb superiorly (arrow).

Figure 4A: Three dimensional image map demonstrating the elevated filtering bleb superiorly (arrow).
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Figure 4: Scleral elevation maps of the eye. Elevated areas are demonstrated by the red and yellow colors while areas of surface depression are in blue. (A) The ruler tool of the sMap3D software quantitates the width and the depth of the elevated filtering bleb out to a 15.5mm diameter. (B) The cutout tool outlines the area of the filtering bleb and removes it from consideration in determining the clearances and peripheral fit of the remainder of the lens.

Figure 5: Simulated fluorescein pattern of the eye after fluorescein placed in the bowl of the scleral lens. The blue circle outlines the edge of the lens. (A) without cutting out or accounting for the filtering bleb elevation. Note the area of edge lift at the edge of the lens superonasally (arrow). (B) Use of a cut out to better fit the eye when a notch is used. No edge lift is present.

Figure 6: Appearance of the notched lens on the eye.

Both the notched and custom peripheral haptic scleral lenses were successfully fit on the same eye of this patient and were equally comfortable with improved vision to 20/40. No fitting complications resulted from either design; neither required design modifications and both lenses were well stabilized with posterior haptic toricity. The patient currently wears the custom peripheral haptic scleral lens.
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Figure 7: Scleral shape plots. (A) Qualitative plot. (B) Quantitative data obtained from the sMap3D scleral topographer was input into the manufacturing lathe software to produce the scleral lens shown in (Figures 8 and 9)

Figure 8: Customized peripheral back surface scleral lens designed with the parameters obtained by the sMap3D wide field Corneal-scleral topographer. (A) Computer Aided Design (CAD) image from manufacturing software. (B) Actual manufactured lens

Figure 9: Appearance of the customized peripheral back surface scleral lens on the eye

Discussion

The only published articles reporting scleral lenses in cases with filtering blebs in the presence of a glaucoma drainage device involved the use of the PROSE lens [4,5]. In the first report [4], in 2010, 5 cases were reported as having been fit however 1 case (20%) had erosion of the conjunctiva over the device requiring surgical revision and the patient was advised against further use of the scleral lens. The second report [5], in 2016, reported on 7 eyes. In 2 eyes (29%), the lenses could not be fit at all because of “scleral/conjunctival irregularities” and an additional 3 cases (43%) were reported as “fit achieved but not physiologic”. This included 1 case with intermittent epithelial erosion and conjunctival irritation. In the remaining 2 cases (29%), fit was reported as achieved with good physiologic outcome however in both of these cases the standard glaucoma procedure had to be modified in anticipation of the use of the PROSE lenses. These reports reinforce the difficulties that such cases can bring to the scleral lens fitting process.

Eliminating lens interaction for the patient who has a paralimbal conjunctival bleb and needs a gas-permeable (GP) lens to mask irregularity is critical to avoid mechanical contact lens related injury. Utilizing a corneal gas-permeable lens design can be an option if the lens properly centers. However, for patients with highly irregular corneas, a well-fit, centered corneal GP is often not possible. The increased diameter of a scleral lens often
improves stability but the consequence is that the haptic of the lens has the potential to overlap the area of conjunctival elevation. Designing scleral lenses with a notch or localized elevation to bypass this area can be extremely challenging and require multiple remakes when fitting with diagnostic lenses. Accurate assessment for lens design concerning corneal clearance and haptic alignment can’t begin until a lens is manufactured that bypasses the conjunctival bleb. Measurement using corneal-scleral topography eliminates the guesswork. The “cut out” tool allows the fitter to properly design a scleral lens that vaults the cornea by a predetermined amount and a haptic design that matches the sclera surface. The recommended lens parameters without elimination of the elevation highlights the difficulties that practitioners deal with when they have to rely on diagnostic lenses without scleral measurement and fitting software. For this patient; two different lens designs, one with a notch and the other with a custom peripheral haptic, were both successfully fit in the same eye on the first attempt for each.

The use of corneal-scleral topography data dramatically simplified the fitting process making it possible to efficiently fit this eye with both cornea and scleral shape abnormalities using 2 different fitting techniques; notching and customized peripheral haptic fit.
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